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Abstract
The aim of this work is the study of limit points of Gaussian processes with continuous paths
dened by an integral representation. Precisely, we control the asymptotic behaviour of a(t)Xt ,
where a is a function which vanishes at innity and X is a Gaussian process. At rst, we study
real-valued processes indexed by a discrete set of parameters: we give a simple expression of
the upper limit at innity. We provide examples for which our assumptions hold but where
the covariance decreases too slowly in order to use results of the existing literature. Next, we
specialize our study to stationary processes with a spectral density and compute the set of limit
values of a(t)Xt , where Xt is an n-dimensional Gaussian process. Finally, we establish results
for the Ornstein{Uhlenbeck diusion. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 60B15; 60F15; 60G15
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1. Introduction and framework
In this work, we give some contributions in the study of asymptotic behaviour of
Gaussian processes. The originality of our point of view consists in working under the
assumption of the existence of an integral representation instead of the usual ones on
the rate of decay of covariance. Let us describe the problematic: let T be a non-compact
topological space, (Xt)t2T a centred stationary real Gaussian process and a(t) a function
vanishing at innity | by this expression, we signify that for each > 0, there exists
a compact set K such that a(t)< in the outside of K . We are interested in the study
of the quantity:
M = lim
t!1 a(t)Xt:
This is equal to the half oscillation of the process a(t)Xt at innity: when X is a
stationary Gaussian process with continuous paths, we know by Ito{Nisio’s theorem
that this limit value is deterministic. Then, the question is to determine it. It is easy
to see that this constant is non-negative, sometimes innite. Of course, the result is
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more interesting when it is nite and positive | then, the process is said to be stable
relative to t 7! 1=a(t) | , but even in the other cases, the result is not immediate. Some
contributions to this problem were made by Berman (1964), Marcus (1972, 1974) and
Weber (1980).
This problem is related to a harder one: for > 0, compute the probability
P(ft 2 T; a(t)X (t)>g is unbounded):
If one can answer for each , one can deduce the value of M , whereas the knowledge
of the upper limit gives the answer of the second problem for each  6= M . This
question, namely the determination of lower and upper classes, was the subject of
many articles: we refer to Albin (1994), Pickands III (1967), Pathak and Qualls (1973),
Weber (1980) : : : The list is far from complete, because the literature is abundant and
the problem has many connections.
We deal here with Gaussian processes having an integral representation, for example
stationary processes with a spectral density. The only supplementary condition that will
be used is the (almost sure) continuity of the trajectories: this is an important dierence
from most of the related literature, where some information on the smoothness of the
trajectories is given by assumptions on the behaviour of correlation function in the
neighbourhood of zero.
In the rst section, we compute the upper limit at innity of a(t)Xt along an innite
subset of a lattice, and then, the upper limit itself when the process X has continuous
paths and the oscillations of the function a at innity are negligible with respect to a.
We compare our result with those of Albin (1994) and of Pathak and Qualls (1973)
(see Remark 2). As an example of application for a non-stationary process, we study
the behaviour of lacunary subsequences of the fractional Brownian motion. Moreover,
we recover an iterated logarithm law for the Brownian sheet.
Next, using a lemma of Talagrand (1981), we apply our results to the study of the
limiting set of Rn-valued Gaussian processes. Then, we obtain under dierent assump-
tions some results compatible with Antonini’s. As an application, we give results about
Ornstein{Uhlenbeck diusion.
2. Upper limit of real-valued Gaussian processes with discrete time
2.1. Main theorem
Since our initial aim is to obtain results for processes dened by an integral rep-
resentation, it will be useful to recall some basic properties of stochastic integration
with respect to a white noise. When (E;A; ) is a measured space and F = fA 2
A; (A)< + 1g, a centered Gaussian random process fA;A 2 Fg is said to be
a white noise associated to  if its covariance function is (A; B) 7! (A \ B). Now,
one can construct a linear isometry from L2(E;A; ) to the L2 linear completion of
fA;A 2Fg. This isometry is denoted as an integral. Hence, we have
8A 2 F
Z
E
5A(u) d(u) = A
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and
8f; g 2 L2(E;A; ) Cov
Z
E
f(u) d(u);
Z
E
g(u) d(u)

=
Z
E
f(u)g(u) d(u):
Theorem 1. Let (E; d) be a metric space;  a white noise associated to the measure
 on E and T a denumerable subset of E. We suppose that the following assumptions
hold:
1. T is d -unbounded.
2.
8s 2 [0;+1) C(s) = sup
x2T
Card(B(x; s) \ T )<+1; (1)
where B(x; r) denotes the closed d -ball in E with centre x and radius r.
Let (Xt)t2T be a Gaussian process admitting the following representation:
Xt =
Z
E
mt(u) d(u); mt 2 L2(E;A; ): (2)
We suppose that
lim
r!+1 supt2T
R
EnB(t; r)m
2
t (u) d(u)R
E m
2
t (u) d(u)
= 0 (3)
Then; if we denote by 2k = EX 2k =
R
E m
2
k(u) d(u) the variance of the process; the
following holds for every positive sequence ak such that akk vanishes at innity:
lim
k2T ; d(x0 ; k)!+1
akXk = inf
(
>0;
X
k2T
kak exp

− 
2
22ka
2
k

<+1
)
: a:s: (4)
Proof. We will assume, without loss of generality, that k = 1 for each k 2 T .
First we remark that if we set
	(a) =
1p
2
Z +1
a
exp(−t2=2) dt;
it is easy to see that
	(a)  1p
2
1
a
exp(−a2=2) as a! +1;
so the series considered in (4) converges exactly when
P
k2T 	(=ak) does.
Let
K = inf
(
>0;
X
k2T
ak exp

− 
2
2a2k

<+1
)
;
with the convention inf ;=+1. We must now prove that
lim
k2T ; d(x0 ; k)!1
akXk>K a:s: (5)
and
lim
k2T ; d(x0 ; k)!1
akXk6K a:s: (6)
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Let us rst prove (5) for K > 0 (it will be clear later that (5) is immediate when
K =0). Let  2 (0; K) and > 0 such that <K=(1 + )2. The function C dened in
(1) is non-decreasing.
We dene on R+ the pseudo-inverse function of C:
C−1(a) = supfx>0;C(x)6ag
with the convention that inf ;= 0. C−1 is non-decreasing, and since C(r)<+1 for
each r in [0;+1), it implies that
lim
x!+1C
−1(x) = +1:
Therefore, there exists an m 2 R+ such that
a>m ) C−1(a)> 0:
When C−1(a)> 0; 12C
−1(a) 2 [0;C−1(a))fx>0;C(x)6ag, and then C( 12C−1(a))
6a. Then, we have proved that
8a 2 [m;+1) C( 12C−1(a))6a:
For n 2 N, we put
‘(n) =
1
4
C−1
0@ X
k2n
	

(1 + )2
ak
!1=21A ;
with n=B(x0; n)\ T . Since (1+ )2<K; ‘(n) is a non-decreasing sequence which
tends to innity. We dene
X k =
Z
B(k; ‘(d(x0 ; k)))
mk(u) d(u);
Rk =
Z
EnB(k; ‘(d(x0 ; k)))
mk(u) d(u);
ER2k =
Z
EnB(k; ‘(d(x0 ; k)))
m2k(u) d(u);
which vanishes when d(x0; k) tends to innity. On the other hand, we have for every
k in H : EX 2k = 1, and then
lim
d(x0 ; k)!+1
E(X k )2 = 1:
By isometry, we get
EX k X l =
Z
B(k; ‘(d(x0 ; k)))\B(l; ‘(d(x0 ;l)))
mk(u)ml(u) d(u);
in such a way that X k and X

l are independent whenever
d(k; l)>‘(d(x0; k)) + ‘(d(x0; l)):
We have
P

Rk6− ak

=	


ak(EjRk j2)1=2

:
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Since EjRk j2 tends to 0, we have =EjRk j2>K for large d(x0; k); it implies that the
seriesX
k
P

Rk6− ak

converges. By Borel{Cantelli’s lemma, if we denote by

1 = f! 2 
;9n0(!); d(x0; k)>n0(!)) Rk(!)>− =akg;
we have P(
1) = 1. Now, we dene for k 2 T Ak = fX k >(1 + )=akg; and then, for
n 2 N
Nn =
X
k2n
5Ak and N =
X
k2T
5Ak :
Let
sn =
X
k2n
P(Ak)
and suppose that the following lemma holds.
Lemma 1. (1) limn!1 sn =+1.
(2)
lim
n!1
C(2‘(n))
sn
= 0: (7)
Let x 2 R, and n be large enough so that sn >x. Then
P(N6x)6 P(Nn6x)
= P(sn − Nn>sn − x)
= P(EPNn − Nn>sn − x)
6 P(jEPNn − Nnj>sn − x)
6
VarNn
(sn − x)2 :
We have
VarNn =
X
k2n
X
l2n
Cov(5Ak ; 5Al):
But whenever d(k; l)>‘(d(x0; k))+‘(d(x0; l)); X k and X

l are independent variables.
So
VarNn =
X
k2n
X
d(k;l)62‘(n)
jCov(5Ak ; 5Al)j:
But
jCov(5Ak ; 5Al)j= jP(Ak \ Al)− P(Ak)P(Al)j6P(Ak):
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It follows that
VarNn6C(2‘(n))
X
k2n
P(Ak) = C(2‘(n))sn:
Then
8n>1 P(N6x)6C(2‘(n))
(sn − x)2 sn:
From Lemma 1, we conclude that P(N6x)= 0 for each x 2 R and then P(N=+1)=1.
Since T is d -unbounded, it exactly means that P(
2) = 1, where

2 =

! 2 
;8n0 2 N;9k1(!) 2 T; d(x0; k1(!))>n0; X k1(!)>
(1 + )
ak1(!)

:
Now, for ! 2 
 = 
1 \ 
2, we have
lim
d(x0 ; k)!1
akXk(!)>
and P(
) = 1. It follows that
lim
d(x0 ; k)!1
akXk>K a:s:
Let us now prove Lemma 1.
Proof. We have to estimate
P(Ak) =	

(1 + )
ak(EjX k j2)1=2

:
For large d(x0; k), we have
1
1 + 
6(EjX k j2)1=261:
So, there exists a constant L such that for n 2 N
sn>L+
X
k2n
	

(1 + )2
ak

;
which implies that lim sn =+1 since
P
	((1 + )2=ak) diverges. But, by denition
of ‘(n) and C,
C(2‘(n)) = C
0@1
2
C−1
0@ X
k2n
	

(1 + )2
ak
!1=21A1A
6
 X
k2n
	

(1 + )2
ak
!1=2
6(sn − L)1=2;
as soon asX
k2n
	

(1 + )2
ak

>m2:
Thus,
C(2‘(n))=sn =O(1=s1=2n ):
Then (7) holds.
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We have then completed the proof of (5).
The converse inequality (6) is much easier to prove: let K <+1 and >K : we
have
P
k2T P(akXk>)<+1: By Borel{Cantelli’s lemma
P(akXk> i:o:) = 0;
so limd(x0 ; k)!1 akXk6 a.s. It follows that limd(x0 ; k)!1 akXk6K a.s. When K = 0,
since X and −X have the same law, it is easy to see that
lim
d(x0 ; k)!1
akXk = 0 a:s:
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
2.2. Stationary processes on Locally Compact Abelian groups with a spectral
density
Corollary 1. Let G be a locally compact Abelian group (LCA group); T a denu-
merable subset of G. We suppose that a distance d on G exists which is translation
invariant and such that the following assumptions hold:
1. T is d -unbounded.
2.
8s 2 [0;+1) C(s) = sup
x2T
Card(B(x; s) \ T )<+1; (8)
where B(x; r) denotes the d -ball in G with centre x and radius r.
Let (Xt)t2G be a stationary Gaussian process admitting a spectral density. Then; if
we denote by 2> 0 the variance of the process; the following holds for every positive
vanishing sequence:
lim
k2T ; d(0; k)!+1
akXk = inf
(
>0;
X
k2T
ak exp

− 
2
22a2k

<+1
)
: a:s: (9)
Proof. If  denotes a Haar measure on G and f the spectral density of X , then the
family mt=df1=2(:− t) is a model for X (see, for example Lifshits (1995) p. 49). Now
sup
t2G
R
EnB(t;)m
2
t (u) d(u)R
G m
2
t (u) d(u)
= −1
Z
GnB(0; )
jdf1=2(u)j2(u) d(u) (10)
and we can apply Theorem 1.
Corollary 2. Let X be a stationary Gaussian process on Zd having a spectral density.
If 2 denotes its variance; we have
lim
jkj!1
Xkp
lnjkj =
p
2d a:s: (11)
Proof. Here G = T = Zd and d is the usual Euclidean metric. The exact value of K
for ak =1=
p
lnjkj is due to the fact that the series Pk2Zd(1=jkj) does converge if and
only if >d.
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Corollary 1 is well known when d = 1. Actually, for d = 1, Pickands III (1967)
proved that for every stationary Gaussian process X with variance unity and whose
covariance tends to zero at innity,
lim
n!1
max(X1; : : : ; Xn)p
2ln n
= 1 a:s:
which is, of course, a stronger result than ours.
Remark 1. Let us notice that Corollary 1
1. Does not suppose the sequence an to be decreasing.
2. Does not suppose any determined rate for the decay of the correlations r(n).
At this step, it must be pointed out that the assumption of existence of a spectral
density is on another nature than the classical assumptions on the speed of decreasing
of the correlations.
For simplicity, let us compare these conditions when G=Z. Clearly, to assume the
existence of a spectral density is equivalent to supposing the existence of an even pos-
itive integrable function whose Fourier coecients are equal to r(n): this implies that
r(n) tends to zero at innity, but this does not impose any rate of decreasing. Indeed,
given a non-negative vanishing sequence (n)n>0, it is always possible to construct an
even non-negative and integrable 2 periodic function f whose Fourier coecients
dominate n: (the main idea is to construct a convex vanishing sequence bn which
dominates n, and then, to take
f(x) =
b0
2
+
X
n>1
bn cos nx;
see, for example, Katznelson, 1976, Chapter 1, Section 4.)
About the problem of upper and lower classes, we should refer to the following
results, which assume a minimum rate of decay for the covariance. Hence, Pathak
and Qualls proved in 1973 (Pathak and Qualls, 1973) that, for a stationary Gaussian
sequence (Xn)n>0 with variance unity and whose covariance r satises r(n)=O(1=ln n),
and for an increasing function  tending to +1, the event
ffn 2 N; Xn >(n)g is inniteg
is of probability 0 or 1, depending on whether the sumX
n2N
1
(n)
exp

−1
2
(n)2

is nite or not. More recently, Albin (1994) obtained the same result under the
assumption max(0; r(n)) = o(1=ln n), but without assumption of monotonicity on .
Example. We give here as an example a process which satises the assumptions of
Corollary 1, but not the assumptions of Pathak and Qualls or Albin.
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For  2 (0; 1), let us consider the Gaussian stationary process (Xn)n2Z whose spectral
density is
f() = 1 + 2
+1X
n=1
cos n
(1 + ln(1 + n))
:
Indeed, since r(n)=(1+ln(1+n))− is a non-negative vanishing convex sequence, we
can state (see, for example, Katznelson (1976, p. 22) that the series converges for each
 6 0mod 2 and that f is non-negative, integrable, with r(n) as Fourier coecients.
So, Corollary 1 applies and we are able to compute, for each non-negative sequence a
tending to zero, the upper limit M , whereas the slow decreasing rate of r(n) does not
allow to apply the results of Pathak and Qualls, or of Albin.
On the other hand, it is possible to construct Gaussian measures which satisfy
Berman’s condition rn = o(1=ln n), but which do not enjoy a spectral density. Since
every symmetric nite measure on [− ; ) can be seen as the spectral measure of a
Gaussian stationary process, it is sucient to exhibit a singular nite measure  on
[− ; ) whose Fourier coecients
^(n) =
1
2
Z +
−
e−int d(t)
decrease suciently fast. If  is not symmetric, it can be replaced by its symmetrized
s dened by s(A)= 12 ((A)+(−A)). A probabilistic construction of such measures
can be found in Kahane and Salem (1994), where they proved the following result:
Proposition 1. For each > 0; there exist positive measures  6= 0 supported by
a set whose Lebesgue’s measure is 0 and whose Fourier coecients satisfy ^(n) =
O(n−1=2+).
They also cite sharper results obtained by a dierent method.
2.3. Lacunary subsequences of the fractional Brownian motion
We will dene here the fractional Brownian motion of index  as a real centred
Gaussian process indexed by R+ with covariance function EXsXt = jtj
+jsj−js−tj
2 .
Theorem 2. Let (W ()t )t>0 be a fractional Brownian motion; with index  2 (0; 2]
and (n)n>1 a lacunary sequence of positive numbers; i:e: such that
9K > 1; 8n>1; n+1>Kn: (12)
Then; for every positive sequence (an)n>1 such that an=o(
−=2
n ); the following
formula holds:
lim
n!+1 anW
()
n
= inf
(
>0;
+1X
n=1
=2n an exp

− 
2
2na2n

<+1
)
: a:s: (13)
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Proof. Here E = (0;+1) and d(x; y) = jln x − lnyj, and T = fn; n>1g.
Let x 2 E and r > 0. If B(x; r) \ T is not empty, it can be written in the form:
B(x; r) \ T = fn; : : : ; pg:
Since p6erx and n>e−rx, it follows that
Kp−n6
p
n
6e2r ;
so that
C(r)61 + 2r=lnK:
We now choose a model for the fractional Brownian motion: a convenient model
(see, for example, Lifshits (1995, p. 50)) is the following:
mt(x) = c(g(x − t)− g(x));
with
g(x) = x(−1)=25R+(x) and c = sin

2
 (+ 1)
 ( +12 )
and the measure  is Lebesgue’s. For each t 2 E and r > 0, we can writeR
EnB(t; r)m
2
t (u) d(u)R
E m
2
t (u) d(u)
=
R
R+n[e−r t; er t](g(x − t)− g(x))2 dxR
R+(g(x − t)− g(x))2 dx
=
R
R+n[e−r ; er ](g(y − 1)− g(y))2 dyR
R+(g(y − 1)− g(y))2 dy
:
By the last change of variable, we see that this fraction does not depend on t and it is
easy to see that it vanishes when r goes to innity. It suces now to apply Theorem 1
to achieve the proof.
Remark 2. If we take n = Kn, with K > 1, and an = (2 ln nn)
−1=2, we get a law of
the iterated logarithm:
lim
n!1 SK
n = 1 a:s:; where St =
W ()tp
2t ln ln t
:
We can recover the asymptotic behaviour of St itself: For each K > 1
lim
t!1 St6 limn!1 SK
n + lim
n!1R
K
n ;
where
RKn = sup
s2[Kn;Kn+1]
jW ()Kn −W ()s jp
2Kn ln n
:
Since P(sups2[0;1] jW ()s j>r)=O(r1=−1 exp(−r2=2)) and since the Brownian motion
has stationary increments and a scaling property, it follows from Borel{Cantelli’s
lemma that limn!1 RKn6(K−1)=2 a.s. Since K may be arbitrary close to 1, it follows
that limt!1 St = 1 a.s..
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3. Limit values of stationary processes indexed by a continuous time
3.1. R-valued processes
Now, we will obtain an analogous formula than 4 for the upper limit of a(t)Xt
along a continuous set. Such formulas already exist: on one hand, Albin (Albin 1994,
Theorem 2) gives a result for the lower and upper classes when the covariance decay
at innity is o(1=lnjtj) and when some control of the smoothness of the covariance
function in the neighbourhood of 0 can be obtained. On the other hand, when a is
monotonic, Weber (1980, Theorem 8:2) gives a formula under weak assumptions on
X , but whose main quality is (according to Dixit) its degree of generality, because it
is not easy to deal with (In french: \La formule...vaut surtout par sa generalite...son
emploi n’est pas simple"). The diculty in dealing with this general formula is due
to the necessity of getting an estimate of local variations of the process. The local
behaviour of the process is also intrinsic in the assumptions that Albin (1994) makes
on the covariance function in the neighbourhood of 0.
In the present paper, we work under the assumption that a spectral density exists. We
show that, for a.s. continuous processes and for a function a which does not oscillate
too much at innity, the upper limit of a(t)Xt at innity coincides with the upper limit
along a lattice, which was computed in Corollary 1.
Theorem 3. Let G be an LCA group; H a denumerable subset of G. We suppose that
a distance d on G exists which is translation invariant and such that the following
assumptions hold:
1. H is d -unbounded.
2.
8s 2 [0;+1) C(s) = sup
x2H
Card(B(x; s) \ H)<+1; (14)
where B(x; r) denotes the d -ball in G with centre x and radius r.
Let K be a d -bounded separable compact subset of G containing 0. We put T=H+K .
We suppose that the function a :T ! (0;+1) tends to zero when d(0; x) tends to
innity and satises
lim
r!1 sup

1
a(k)
sup
h2K
(a(k + h)− a(k))+; k 2 H and d(0; k)>r

= 0; (15)
with the usual notation x+ = max(x; 0).
Let X be a Gaussian stationary process on G admitting a spectral density and
having almost surely continuous paths. If we denote by 2 the variance of X; we
have
lim
t2T ; d(0; t)!1
a(t)Xt = inf
(
>0;
X
k2H
a(k)exp

− 
2
22a(k)2

<+1
)
: a:s:
(16)
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Proof. Since H T , we derive from Corollary 1 that
lim
t2T ;d(0; t)!1
a(t)Xt>inf
(
>0;
X
k2H
a(k)exp

− 
2
22a(k)2

<+1
)
: a:s: (17)
Let us prove the converse inequality. Now put
M = inf
(
>0;
X
k2H
a(k)exp

− 
2
22a(k)2

<+1
)
:
Let >M ; there exists > 0 such that >M (1 + )4. We will use the following
lemma, due to Marcus and Shepp (1972).
Lemma 2. Let (Xn)n>1 be a sequence of bounded Gaussian random variables; i:e:
P(supn jXnj<1) = 1. Then; if we set b2 = supn EX 2n ; we get
lim
t!1
1
t2
ln P

sup
n
jXnj>t

=− 1
2b2
:
Let us dene, for each k 2 H , the random variable
Yk = sup
h2K
jXk+hj:
Since X is a stationary, Y too is. Let D be a dense denumerable subset of K . Since
X is continuous, Y0 = supk2D jXk j. Since X is continuous on the compact set K , then
it has almost surely bounded paths: P(Y0<1) = 1. By Lemma 2, we get
lim
t!1
1
t2
ln P(Y0>t) =− 122 :
Thus, for large t and for each k 2 H , we have
P(Yk > t)6exp

− t
2
(1 + )22

:
Then, for large d(0; k), we have
P((1 + )a(k)Yk >)6exp

− 
2
2(1 + )32a(k)2

:
But, on the other hand, for large d(0; k)
(1 + )a(k)Yk> sup
h2K
a(k + h)jXk+hj:
Then, for large d(0; k), we have
P

sup
h2K
a(k + h)jXk+hj>K

6exp

− 
2
2(1 + )32a(k)2

:
But the right-hand-side member is negligible with respect to a(k)exp(−2=2(1 +
)42a(k)2) which is the general term of a convergent series.
Then, by Borel{Cantelli’s lemma, the set of k 2 H such that suph2K a(k+h)jXk+h(!)j
> is a.s. nite. It follows that
lim
t2X ;d(0; t)!1
a(t)Xt6 a:s:
which gives us the desired result.
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Remark 3. For G=Rd; H=Zd+ and K=[0; 1]d, we have T=Rd+. Then, if a(x)=g(jxj),
where g is a non-increasing vanishing function on R+, assumption (15) obviously holds.
Example. Let G = Rd and O the centred Gaussian process whose covariance is
given by
EOsOt =
dY
i=1
exp(−jti − sij):
This process has a spectral density, because the map t 7! exp(−jtj) is the characteristic
function of Cauchy’s law. We have
1− EO0Ot = 1− exp(−ktk1)6ktk1;
which is sucient to claim that O has continuous paths. So, for H = Zd and an =
1=
p
2d lnjnj for n 2 Zd, we obtain
lim
jtj!1;t2Rd
Otp
2d lnjtj = 1 a:s:
(respectively, for H = Zd+,
lim
jtj!1; t2Rd+
Otp
2d lnjtj = 1 a:s:)
For d=1, O is the Ornstein{Uhlenbeck process. As the Orstein{Uhlenbeck process is
related to the Brownian motion, the process O is related to the Brownian sheet: let us
set, for u 2 ((0;+1))d
Wu1 ;:::; ud =
p
u1 : : : ud O−(1=2) ln u1 ;:::;−(1=2) ln ud :
An easy computation gives
EWsWt =
dY
i=1
inf (si; ti);
which is the covariance of the Brownian sheet. Then, if we note p(u) =
Qd
i=1 ui;
we have
lim
p(u)!0
Wup
2dp(u) ln(− lnp(u)) = 1 a:s:
By the symmetry of the law of the Brownian sheet, we get
lim
p(u)!0
Wup
2dp(u) ln(− lnp(u)) =−1 a:s:
too. For d = 1, we recognize the classical iterated logarithm law of the Brownian
motion. Note that for another extension of the Brownian motion, namely the Wiener{
Levy process, Sirao (1960) gives precise results for upper and lower classes related to
the iterated logarithms.
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3.2. Rn-valued processes
In the case of real processes with continuous paths indexed by a continuous time,
a knowledge of the upper and lower limits suces to determinate the complete set of
limit values, because they are its extreme points. This precision is due to the fact that
the connected subsets on the real line and the convex ones do coincide. This is of
course untrue in Rn, n>2. When f is a continuous bounded map from Rd+ to Rn, the
limiting set of f is\
a>0
f([a;+1)d);
where A denotes the closure of A. As decreasing limit of connected compact sets, the
limiting set of f is a connected compact set, but this information is not complete.
Some results about limiting values of Gaussian stationary processes were obtained by
Antonini (1995) when the covariance decreases like O(1= lnjtj). Here, we will obtain
an analogous result under the assumption that a spectral density exists.
From now on, k:k denotes some norm on Rd. When a particular norm will be used
in a denite context, it will be denoted by its usual index.
Theorem 4. Let d>1; H be a denumerable subset of Rd such that hH i | namely;
the smallest subgroup of Rd containing H | is discrete. We suppose that K is a
compact subset of Rd containing 0 and put T = H + K . We consider a function
a : T ! (0;+1) which tends to zero when kxk tends to innity and satises
lim
r!1 sup

1
a(k)
sup
h2K
(a(k + h)− a(k))+; k 2 H and kkk>r

= 0: (18)
Let (Xt)t2Rd be an Rn-valued Gaussian stationary process having a spectral density;
i:e: such that there exists a function f 2 L1SP(n)(Rd;B(Rd); dx) such that
8s; t 2 Rd EXsX t =
Z
Rd
eiht−s; xif(x) dx
(We denote by SP(n) the set of n  n real symmetric non-negative matrices and by
u the transpose of u; as well for a matrix as for a vector.)
We suppose that the variance 2 of the process is a non-degenerate positive matrix;
that X has continuous paths and assume that
M = inf
(
>0;
X
k2H
ak exp

− 
2
2a2k

<+1
)
<+1: (19)
Then; for almost every !; we have\
n>1
fa(t)Xt(!): t 2 T and ktk>ng= fx; kxk26Mg;
denoting by k:k2 the usual Euclidean norm in Rn.
Proof. If we set Yt = −1Xt , it is easy to see that  establishes a one-to-one corre-
spondence between the limiting values of a(t)Y (t) and the limiting values of a(t)X (t)
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and that the process Y (t) admits −1f−1 as its spectral density and has continuous
paths. Hence, it suces to establish the result in the case = In.
In Lemma 7 of Talagrand (1981), Talagrand proves that for Rn-valued mean-square
continuous Gaussian processes which are indexed by a separable metric space T , the
set of limiting values in a xed point t 2 T is deterministic and balanced (i.e. stable
under the multiplication by every  with jj61). Of course, we can apply this result
here by a classical compactication of Rd: we apply the result of Talagrand to the
process Z dened by Zt = a(t)Xt and Z1 = 0. Then, we know the existence of a
balanced set V such that for almost every !, we have\
n>1
fa(t)Xt(!): t 2 X and ktk>ng= V:
Let V 0 be a denumerable subset of V . For y 2 V 0, we dene a process Syt by
Syt = hXt; y=kyki
Since y is for almost every ! a limiting value of a(t)Xt , kyk is for almost every !
a limiting value of a(t)Syt . But the process S
y
t is real valued with continuous paths,
admits (1=kyk2)yfy as spectral density and has variance unity: by Theorem 3, for
almost every ! holds:
lim
ktk!1
a(t)Syt (!) =M;
hence kyk6M and, by the way, V B(0; M).
Conversely, let W be a denumerable subset of the sphere centred at the origin and
with radius M and let y 2 W . For almost every !, the set of t such that a(t)kXtk>M+
1=p is bounded and the set of t such that Syt >M−1=p is unbounded. Since the spherical
calottes:
x 2 Rd kxk6M + 1
p
and 1=M hx; yi>M − 1
p

form a local base of neighbourhood of y, we deduce that for almost every !, and for
each y 2 W , y is a limit value of a(t)Xt . Since V is closed and balanced, it follows
that B(0; M)V , hence V = B(0; M), which completes the proof.
Example: (Rn-valued Ornstein−Uhlenbeck process). Here, d=1. If  and B are nn
commuting symmetric positive-denite matrices, we call Ornstein{Uhlenbeck associated
to  and B a solution of the stochastic dierential equation:
dXt =−BXt dt +  dWt;
X0 = S0;
where (Wt)t>0 is an n-dimensional Brownian motion and S0 a random variable inde-
pendent of the Brownian motion. Using Ito’s formula, it is easy to prove that
Xt = exp(−tB)S0 +  exp(−tB)
Z t
0
exp(uB) dWu:
We are interested in the asymptotic behaviour of a(t)Xt : since limt!1 exp(−tB)S0(!)=
0 holds for each !, we can see that for bounded a(:), the almost sure behaviour of
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a(t)Xt does not depend on the initial law S0. Then, we will choose for S0 the invariant
law under the dynamic, i.e. the Rn-valued Gaussian centred law admitting 2B−1 as
covariance matrix. By an easy computation,
EXsX t = 2B−1 exp(−jt − sjB):
Then, Xt is a Gaussian stationary process with continuous paths and whose spectral
density is the matrix-valued function
f(x) =
2
 (B
2 + x2In)−1:
(It suces to diagonalize simultaneously B and  in an orthonormal basis: the knowl-
edge of the characteristic function of a Cauchy law makes us able to conclude.) The
Ornstein{Uhlenbeck process satises the assumptions of Theorem 3. Now, we claim
Corollary 3. Let  and B be n  n commuting symmetric positive-denite matrices.
Let Xt be the Ornstein{Uhlenbeck process associated with  and B; unique solution
of the stochastic dierential equation:
dXt =−BXt dt +  dWt;
X0 = S0;
where (Wt)t>0 is an n-dimensional Brownian motion and S0 a random variable inde-
pendent of W. Let a : R! (0;+1) tend to zero at innity such that
supf(a(k + t)− a(k))+; t 2 [0; 1]g= o(a(k)):
We assume that
M = inf
(
>0;
+1X
k=1
a(k)exp

− 
2
2a(k)2

<+1
)
<+1: (20)
Then; for almost every !; we have\
n>1
fa(t)Xt(!): t 2 X and ktk>ng= fB−1=2x; kxk26Mg:
In particular, taking
a(t) =
1

p
2 ln t
;
we recover the result of Antonini (1991): the limiting set of
1

p
2 ln t
Xt
is an ellipsoid in Rn which admits
hBx; xi61
as an equation.
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